At Crow Works, we specialize in commercial tables and seating made for the restaurant and hospitality industries. Our 100,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility is located in beautiful Killbuck, Ohio surrounded by rolling hills and dense American hardwood forests. We are focused on sustainable manufacturing practices as well as making a positive impact on our community and the world around us.
We specialize in simplifying the interior design and furniture buying process for restaurant and hospitality brands. With Crow Works, you can quickly and easily realize your brand's furniture package with thoughtful design and attention to detail.

Your dedicated Account Manager will start by doing takeoffs from the restaurant layout, providing pricing options and specifying finishes with an accurate quote that aligns with the design provided. See just how easy this process is and explore some concepts we've already created.
FINISHES
- Casa
- Natural
- Black Walnut
- Everest Corian®
- Graphite Metal
- Sea Salt Metal

SEATING
- Camden Dining Chair
- Camden Bar Stool
- Benton Banquette
- Benton Banquette

TABLES
- Camden Dining Table
- 22" Strap Leg Dining Table
- Double Fixed Post Dining Table
- Square Base Dining Table
- Rectangle Base Dining Table
CHICAGO CONCEPT
FINISHES

NATURAL HARD MAPLE
NATURAL BLACK WALNUT
ANCHOR METAL
PISTACHIO METAL

SEATING

DALTON DINING CHAIR
GLENMONT STEEL W/ UPH SEAT
MAYFIELD BANQUETTE

TABLES

30" ROUND BASE DINING TABLE
30" T-BASE DINING TABLE
FINISHES

GLACIER WHITE
DEEP TITANIUM
EVEREST
NATURAL
CARBON
ACRE™
GUNMETAL
ACRE™
CARBON
OUTDOOR METAL

SEATING

OUTDOOR WARDEN
DINING CHAIR
OUTDOOR WARDEN
BAR STOOL

TABLES

OUTDOOR RECTANGLE
BASE DINING TABLE
OUTDOOR SQUARE
BASE DINING TABLE
OUTDOOR FIXED POST
OUTDOOR CM PEDESTAL
DINING TABLE
We specialize in full-scale table and seating packages for restaurant and hospitality environments. Our teams will work with you to create products that suit your needs for scaled production. Take a look at our portfolio projects to see some examples of our work for a wide range of brands.
FINISHES

NATURAL WHITE OAK
CUSTOM RAL METAL
GUNMETAL METAL

TABLES

22" W X-BASE DINING TABLE
FIXED POST DINING TABLE
CANTILEVER TABLE
33" W T-BASE DINING TABLE
CUSTOM "W" BAR TABLE
BISCUIT BELLY
OUR PROVEN PROCESS

We love working with national and emerging brands to create furniture packages that tell their story. Whether choosing from our Crow Works collection or developing brand new products, our team is committed to creating furniture as useful as it is beautiful.

Our products are produced in Ohio using responsibly sourced materials and best in class lead times. We partner with our clients by working together to create inspiring spaces where people gather, eat, dream, and share. From choosing custom finishes to product design and development, Crow Works’ proven process will help your vision come to life.

DISCOVER & SPECIFY

You’ll partner with a dedicated account manager to discuss your product needs, project timeline, and budget. We will work with you and your team on product, material, and finish selections to support your vision.

LOCAL SOURCING

We take great care to source our materials locally, allowing us to have quick lead times and greater control over the supply chain. It also helps us lessen our carbon footprint and be more sustainable.

RAPID PROTOTYPING & TESTING

Since we keep both our sourcing and manufacturing local, we are able to bring your concepts to life with rapid prototyping and value engineering. Our internal testing rig allows us to conform to BIFMA standards.

WAREHOUSING & DISTRIBUTION

The final piece of the puzzle—our 100,000 sq ft. manufacturing, warehouse, and distribution center are equipped to handle custom furniture packages for large-scale restaurant chains.

SHIP

Once you receive your order, you can install and enjoy your beautiful new products! We look forward to repeating this partnership for future projects.
OUR FINISH COLLECTION

Our love for great design and the natural world can be seen in the beauty and warmth of the products we make and the materials we use. Every material that goes into our products is carefully considered for quality, durability, sustainability, and character. Our materials are all responsibly-produced and made into high-quality pieces for your space.

AMERICAN WHITE OAK

AMERICAN BLACK WALNUT

AMERICAN HARD MAPLE

METALS

LEATHER

ULTRALEATHER® PRO

ACCLAIM WOVEN FABRIC

OUTDOOR
Each of our tabletops are carefully made-to-order by our team in Killbuck. From raw lumber to a finished table ready for your dinner rush, each is made with a dedication to the details and a love for the craft. The final touch to our wood products includes a waterproof and UV resistant top coat to add even more durability.
ADAPTABLE SEATING

Our seating collection is designed with commercial settings in mind – built for function, simplicity, and versatility. We offer seating options in dining, counter, and bar heights all in styles that can be mixed and matched based on your project needs. Choose from a variety of wood, metal, and textile finishes to create a look unique to your space. From dining chairs to bar stools to lounge seating to banquettes, we have what you need for your commercial dining room.

TRANSIT
available w/ uph seat
dining, counter, bar height

DALTON
available w/ uph seat
dining, counter, bar height

WARREN
available w/ outdoor materials
dining & bar height

CAMDEN
available w/ uph seat
dining & bar height

ADENA
upholstered
dining height

MAYFIELD
available w/ uph seat and
flat, vert.channel, or horiz. channel back
30”, 48”, 60”, 72” lengths

QUINCY
available w/ uph seat and
flat, vert.channel, or horiz. channel back
30”, 48”, 60”, 72” lengths

BENTON
30”, 48”, 60”, 72” lengths

WILMOT
available w/ uph seat and
flat, vert.channel, or horiz. channel back
30”, 48”, 60”, 72” lengths

PUB
available w/ uph seat, w/o back
dining, counter, bar height

ONE TON
available w/o back
dining, counter, bar height

UNION
available w/ uph seat
dining, counter, bar height

FIXED I-BEAM
available w/ uph seat
dining, counter, bar height

GLENMONT
available w/ uph seat
dining, counter, bar height

STRAP LEG BENCH
available w/ uph seat
48”, 60”, 72” lengths

M1 MACHINE BENCH
available w/ uph seat
48”, 60”, 72” lengths
DURABLE TABLES

Our solid wood tops are available in a wide range of shapes and sizes and can be paired with our metal bases for over 75,000 table combinations in dining, counter, and bar heights. Each of our tabletops is carefully made-to-order by our team in Killbuck. From raw lumber to a finished table ready for your dinner rush, each is made with a dedication to the details and a love for the craft. The final touch to our wood products includes a waterproof and UV-resistant topcoat to add even more durability.
CONTACTLESS SOLUTIONS

Our Pickup Shelves are a great solution for businesses looking for a no-contact pickup option and are available in over 800 different configurations depending on the size, metal, and wood finish options you choose. The Wall Mount Kiosk is a versatile option for contactless ordering, and can be altered on-site to accommodate your preferred system.

WALL MOUNT KIOSK
90", 108", 120", 132", or 144" wide

PICKUP SHELVES
28", 40", 48", or 60" wide x 40" or 80" high
LET’S CREATE INSPIRING SPACES TOGETHER

We’d love to quote your next project. For pricing and more information, contact SALES@CROWWORKS.COM.